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Week Commencing 10th May 2021  

 

FS1 

 

Phonics 

Next week we will be continuing to practise hearing and identifying initial sounds 

in words. This will involve exploring simple tongue twisters and grouping objects 

in our ‘sound box,’ thinking of other things that begin with the same sound. 

 

Maths 

We will practise our number skills of finding one more and one less from a group 

of 5 objects and compare two groups. The children will use the terms ‘more’ and 

‘fewer’ to compare two sets of objects. During our focused independent task, 

the children will be comparing two ingredients to make a gingerbread man, using 

the terms ‘heavier’ and ‘lighter.’  

 

Topic 

Next week’s traditional tale focus will be ‘The Gingerbread Man’. The children 

will be joining in with the repeated refrains, acting out the story and sequencing 

the events in the tale. 

 

RSE 

Continuing our theme of friendship, we will be talking about problems that can 

happen when we are playing with our friends and how we can solve them. The 

children will have a go at acting out some examples of how to resolve these 

problems. 

 

FS2 

 

Hello everyone! We hope you have had a lovely week! Here is a run down of next 

week for you all: 

 

Phonics 

We are continuing to recap phase 3 with most children and phase 4 with others. 

We are also recapping all our tricky words, so if you do any tricky word practising 

at home that would be great! Here are two songs you might like to listen to: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvMyssfAUx0  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R087lYrRpgY  

Please keep up the reading as well, we expect the children to read at least 3 times 

a week at home. If you need any help with bug club logins or need new books, 

please don’t hesitate to contact your teacher and ask them.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvMyssfAUx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R087lYrRpgY


 

Maths 

Next week, we will be meeting number seventeen! He loves to paint. Here is the 

link if you would like to have a little watch at home:  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m00063vv/numberblocks-series-4-

seventeen?seriesId=m0005y7k 

We will also be recapping some of our number bonds to ten! So if you could have 

a little practise of these that would be great. Again, here is something you might 

like to listen to:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=poJmS5iWfEs 

 

Topic 

Next week, we are going to be learning a new traditional tale called ‘The 

Gingerbread Man!’ We’re sure lots of you know the story and we can’t wait to read 

it with you. We will be doing some acting out of it and also writing a wanted poster 

to find the Gingerbread Man. 

 

RSE 

We will continue to look at friendships and how we can resolve problems together 

to keep the friendship going.  

 

Events: 

Friday 14th May will be Maths Day in school with lots of practical activities 

taking place. 

 

 

Have a wonderful weekend everyone! 

 

FS2 Team  
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